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Overview
In 2014, in response to a noticeable lack of
youth leadership and community involvement,
Africa Unite initiated the School Club Program
(AUSC) with the slogan “My School, My
Community”. As many townships and
underprivileged communities face onslaughts
of youth vandalism, gansterism, drug and
alcohol abuse, teenage pregnancy  and
HIV/AIDS; Africa Unite then launched the
School Club Program as a paradigm shift.
This is a shift which is to drive change towards
a safer school environment in which learners
themselves are the center of this positive
change,
 
The School Club Program is designed to work
in townships and underprivileged schools to
create young leaders, who think critically
about their environment, take pride in their
schools and take responsibility in their
community development. The AUSC’s are
structured to replicate the government and
thus prompts students to see their schools as
a country that they must lead as their
governing board.

To empower learners to advocate for
sustainable learning environment
conductive to quality education and
become active stakeholders in their
community.
 
 

Goal



Mission

The School Club model has been initiated and sustained by Africa Unite
in partnership with the school administration. Each School Club is led by
an elected cabinet, comprised of a President and their 6 Ministers-
Minister of Information and Public Relation, Minister of Finance, Minister
of Social Development, Minister of Sports, Culture and Entertainment,
Minister of Health and Environment and  Minister of Education.
Thereafter, the cabinet is then assisted by several Parliamentarians who
also act as deputies to the ministers and help hold the cabinet
accountable.

To nurture leadership qualities and create non-apathetic and fully
capacitate learners who are responsible and accountable to their
community through promoting social emotional learning, voluntarism
and confidence, making them believe that they can make a difference
in their lives,  as well as in their school and communities.
 

Model of the AUSC



Objectives
§ To give learners a platform to learn new skills and
share their own experience
 
§ Create a platform for socio-emotional learning in all its
forms
 
§ To create an atmosphere of trust and offer a safe
place for dialogue on sensitive issues affecting learners
 
§ To change the behaviors of learners such as apathy
and lack of possibility to their school and communities
 
§ To create critical thinkers who observe their
communities and schools through  a social activist’s
perspective;
 
§ To inculcate a culture of learning and appreciation of
schools as safe learning centers.

School  Clubs Currently Operating:
Western Cape:
Ashton Combined School (Ashton)
 Dr Nelson Mandela High School
(Nyanga)
 Hector Peterson High School
(Kraaifontein)
 Heideveld High School (Heideveld)
 Masibambane Secondary School
(Kraaifontein)
 Portlands High School (Mitchells
Plain)
Rosendaal High School (Delft)

Gauteng
 Fons Luminsi Secondary School
(Soweto)
 Newgate College (Hillbrow)

KwaZulu-Natal
 Nqabakazulu High School
(KwaMashu)
 Thornwood High School
(KwaNdengezi)
Mbambangalo High School
(Pietermaritzburg)



First Quarter AUSC Activities:
Alumni Celebratory

 Lunch
As we kicked started the year 2019, we started by celebrating
the success of our school club alumni who passed their 2018
matric year and managed to obtain their National Senior
Certificate.
 
This was a joyous moment, as our learners had successfully
crossed over the obstacle of their high school years and were
now embarking into new ventures in various careers. The
learners have selected to complete their additional studies
tertiary or higher education at the Cape Peninsula University of
Technology, University of Cape Town and University of Western
Cape.
 
Therefore, to celebrate this massive achievement, on the 17th
of January we took our alumni out to a celebratory lunch at a
restaurant at V& A Waterfront. It was here that our young
leaders shared their future plans with us. With many fruitful
conversations on how they are going to use the skills obtained
during their years as school club member in this next chapter of
their lives.

Following this, the learners gave
critical recommendations on the
school club program; with comments
on how they think the program can be
improved, how the program can
involve more young people within
theirs school and communities. This
was a great opportunity for our club
members to fully express their views
on the program and truly share to us
their individual plans on implementing
a similar program focused on youth
empowerment in their high education
institutions.

Outcomes



GBV Workshop
Accordingly, to the United Nations Gender-Based Violence, there is an estimated 35% of
women in the world who experience physical or sexual violence. In South Africa, stats show
that 27.6 % of young women are raped and 42.4% are not raped but physically violated in
some  way by those around them. Additionally, in the country, 25.2 % of  young ladies from
the ages of 12-17 are raped by their family or community members (Worldbank, 2018).

 
Therefore, due to these shocking statistics, Africa Unite initiated a series of workshop which
revolved around the subject of Gender. Hence, addressing Gender Inequality, Gender
Binaries and Gender- Based Violence which is plaguing our communities. Furthermore, this is
an essential understanding which the Africa Unite School Club members should be
capacitated in, as this is not only a pressing issue in our communities, but trickles down to the
household and  learners are constantly traumatized in. Social Workers and Psychologists
have curated studies on how this trauma can affect the schooling of a learner as the unrest of
their household and identity as a past sexual assault or rape victim. These affects range from
lack of concentration at school due to constant state of trauma, lack of trust in teachers, high
drop-out rate and the extreme circumstance of teenage pregnancy due to the rape.

 
Thus, to tackle this pressing social issue which is accompanied with multiple other social
issues, we commenced our Gender-based Violence workshop led by current University of
Cape Town Justice and Transformation master’s student Kate Humphrey; who’s main focus is
Gender and transformation. The workshops will be an ongoing program, however, so far we
have capacitated our school club young leaders from Rosendaal High School (Delft) and
Masibambane Secondary School (Kraaifontein).

 
 

It was here that a dialogue was initiated with the
learners, so they can engage on his topic invited
our Africa Unite facilitators to facilitate a dialogue
on the issue of Gender-based violence which has
plagued communities and households in South
Africa; especially in the disadvantaged areas of
South Africa.

 
The engagement was fruitful, and we hope to

carry on such discussions as it creates a much-
needed awareness on the issue of gender-based
violence and the intersectionality’s within gender.
These are pressing topics which have proven to

be neglected in our communities.

Gender Based Violence
 
 
 



Africa Unite Leadership Camp
Western Cape
On the 24th -27th of March, we hosted our annual Africa
Unite School Club Leadership camp at the Rotary Youth
Club Camp in Glencairin in Simon’s town. It is here where
we spent 4 days, laying out the foundation and grooming our
youth leaders to understand what the Africa School Club is
about and what it is expected from them as club members
 
As per usual, we invited 7 cabinet members and 2
parliamentarians to join us for the leadership camp, and this
year we had all 60 learners from our school clubs present at
the camp; Masibambane Secondary
School (Kraaifontein), Dr Nelson Mandela High
School (Nyanga), Portlands High School (Mitchell’s
Plain), Heideveld High School (Heideveld), Rosendaal High
School (Delft), Ashton Combined School (Ashton) and  our
new school club Hector Peterson High
School (Kraaifontein). 
 
On the first night, the learners set out their expectations for
the camp; these included growing their leadership skills,
learning more about tackling the problems they face in their
schools and communities and more on their roles and
responsibility as club members determined to better their
schools and communities and from there proceeded to map
out their school and community and identify the different
issues present. During this time, many of the schools
mentioned drugs, alcohol, gangsters, teenage pregnancy,
robberies, and insufficient school supplies to be major issues
they face. Following this, the learners had to come up with
ways to combat these issues along with which minister
would tackle which issue. This was an ongoing process
throughout the camp.
 
Over the 4 days, the club members were capacitated more
on their different ministerial  portfolios, while also groomed to
understand what it is to be a leader as well as how to run
their school club in a successful and sustainable manner.
Additionally, during the leadership camp, the club members
were further molded to be confident and active members of
society, therefore, allowing them to be able to lobby and
advocate for all their needs in their schools and
communities.
 



Gauteng
Similarly, to the Western Cape AUSC Leadership Camp, our Africa School
Clubs in Gauteng   Fons Lumnis and New Gate College hosted their 2019
leadership camp on Friday 26 April and ended on Saturday 27 April 2019
at the Business Exchange in Sandton.
Throughout the 2 days, the training was conducted by two facilitators:
Joseph Eliabson Maniragena and Tebogo Maleke; who are also Africa
Unite Peer Educators. Our former president at Fons Luminis Secondary
school, Pinkie also assisted on the proceedings throughout the 2 day
workshop.
The aim of the workshop was to train and empower the new cabinet, while
educating them on their respective roles as cabinet members. Additionally,
throughout the workshop, the club members were further capacitated on
human rights and the vital role they play in developing their school and
community. Henceforth, ensuring that they may subsequently run the
clubs with a good understanding of human rights issues and how to best
deliver work expected of them.
The young learners from the two schools displayed immense leadership
characteristics and over the camp, they were accurately capacitated on
What Africa Unite is and their roles and responsibility as a cabinet
pioneering the School Club in their schools and community. Thus, overall,
the 2-day leadership camp was a success and the school club members
left with high spirits and determination to improve their schooling and
community environment. These young leaders are determined to eradicate
social issues and we are looking forward to seeing them implement all
their planned activities accordingly.
 
 

As an exercise to test their knowledge from their capacitation during the
camp, learners were also given a project where they had to present about
the Africa Unite School Club and what they would do if their club was given
R50,000,000 by the “Minister of Basic Education” in a fun but practical way.
It was during this that the learners had to show off their leadership skills and
how they would work as a team to improve their school.  As well as
rationalise how they were going to tackle the issues they current face in their
schools and communities. The criteria for this ranged from; creativity,
knowledge on the school club and the organisation, practicality addressing
the issues, as well as showing lobbying and advocacy skills. Here, Ashton
Combined School in only their second year as club members, blew the
judges away and took the 50,000,000 check.
 
 
 

Overall, the camp was a success,
as we engaged and had fruitful
conversations with young leaders
who are determined to change their
schools and communities for the
better. This was one of the most
well-behaved group of learners, as
everyone was very attentive to the
presentations given and the tasks
they were assigned to. The learners
were very engaging, and everyone
was able to share and relate to the
different topics discussed.
Essentially, the learners seemed to
fully understand their new roles in
the club as well as what needs to
be accomplished.



Community Health Liason
On the 13th of April 2019 Africa Unite School Club together with the University of Cape Town
student run organisation; Student Health Welfare Centre Organisation (SHAWCO) Health
partnered on an information sharing workshop at the SHAWCO Health Offices at the
University of Cape Town’s Medical Campus. SHAWCO invited 6 Africa Unite’s School Club
Ministers of Health and Environment as well as their 3 deputies. The following schools
attended the workshop; Dr Nelson Mandela High School (Nyanga), Hector Peterson High
School (Kraaifontein), Masibambane Secondary School (Kraaifontein), Heideveld High School
(Heideveld), Rosendaal High School (Delft) and Portland High School (Mitchell’s Plain).
 
The workshop was aimed at educating the ministers deeper regarding health issues that
affect local communities. Thus, creating a space which informs the ministers on how they can
bring about health change within their school and communities.
 
 

In partnership with
SHAWCO

The workshop began with general introductions
where the SHAWCO team introduced themselves
and what they stand for as an organisation. They
further elaborated on how they continue to assist
local communities regarding health issues.
Furthermore, the workshop also focused on
addressing diseases such as High Blood Pressure,
Diabetes and HIV and Aids. Following this, the club
members were tested on what they had learned
throughout the day as SHAWCO conducted a quiz
which addressed the topics they had covered.
 
The following questions were asked:
 
§  What is HIV and AIDS?
§  How does HIV and AIDS affect the human body?
§  How can people be infected by HIV or how can
people pass on HIV?
§  How to monitor HIV and AIDS?
§  Which steps may a person who is infected by HIV
take?
 
Moreover, what stood out throughout the workshop
was the reaction of the club members towards the
topics that were discussed. As they had enthusiasm
throughout the whole session, therefore absorbing all
the information relied to them.
An outcome to this workshop was the determination
to spread the information they gained at the
workshop. As the ministers vowed that they will
commit themselves to creating awareness campaigns
related to health and environment in their respective
schools and communities.



Easter Egg Hunt (Masibambane Secondary School Club)
On the 22nd of April 2019, as Masibambane Secondary School’s School Club, curated an Easter
project for the children around the community. Our second project of the year. On this project our
aim was to celebrate the Easter Holiday in a different way. So, we did an Easter Egg Hunt were by
we hidden Easter Eggs around the School Garden and took kids around the community to come
and search/hunt for the Easter Eggs once you find one it it's yours.
We met up at our school around 10H00 in the morning.  The club members were organised and had
delegated tasks for all their parliamentarians and cabinet members; the President, Minister of Sport
Culture and Entertainment, President, Deputy President, Ass Min of Social Development and the
Minister of Information hid the Easter Eggs around the Masibambane Secondary’s Garden. After
that the Deputy President, President and the Minister of Sport Culture and Entertainment collected
kids around the community. Overall, they just collected 28 children of different age groups.
Following this, the Minister of Information and the Ass Min of Social Dev opened the program with a
prayer thereafter they did warm up exercises with the young children. Thereafter, the children were
led to the garden to start hunting. The energies were high with much excitement from the children
hunting to the Easter eggs.
 

Motivational Performances 
On the 25th of April 2019 the Heideveld High School Africa Unite School Club branched out
to partner with  African came to our school to give motivational speeches and to increase
moral within the school. They were amazing; their singing was magnificent and graceful, so
graceful that it got multiple leaners in tears.
 
They also made a play that focused on “the choices we make in life and the results of those
choices.” They made it clear that a choice is something we always have, it`s up to you to
make a good or bad decision, the only thing we have no control over is death, the rest is all
up to us.
 
As if that wasn`t enough, Matthew told us his life story, “When he dropped out in grade 9,
because he had a disorder that made it difficult for him to read and spell correctly. Even
today his wife has to check his spelling before he sends an email, but he didn’t let that stop
him from becoming the successor he is today.”
 
At the end we all sang and danced to one of their songs, they sent a shout out to AFRICA
UNITE SCHOOL CLUB (S.O 2 A.U). Leaners got a chance to give feedback about their
experience; they even got to take pictures.

The hung was a fun experience for both the club members and
the children from the community. After the hunting they all went
to school hall and the kids shared their experience of the day and
expressed much gratitude toward the club members
As a result, the project got to give children of our community
something they've never experienced, and the club members
were overjoyed that they could also play their parts as active
citizens while also bringing smiles to their younger brother and
sisters from the community.



Parliamentary Legislature 

Over the years, Africa Unite and the Western Cape Government has partnership in a hosting a legislative training workshop
for the Africa Unite School Club members at the provincial parliament in the Western Cape. This year on our National
Freedom Day the 27th of April 2019, the Africa Unite School Clubs; Portland’s High School, DR Nelson Mandela High
School, Heideveld High School, Rosendaal Secondary School, Masibambane High School, and Hector Peterson High
School, went to the Western Cape Provincial Parliament (WCPP) to attend a workshop on how the provincial parliament is
structured and runs.
 
 The purpose of this workshop was to empower the learners through a greater understanding of the parliament as it relates
to their civil right to political representation This can lead to a deeper understanding of how they can hold their
parliamentarians accountable. Many learners do not even have knowledge of the existence of the Western Cape provincial
parliament much less an understanding of the purpose of the parliament and who and what it represents. This in turn can
lead to a School Club cabinet member not having the full awareness of their own purpose in its entirety and their potential
within their respective roles.
 
This workshop will lead to them being aware of the full potential of their portfolios and in turn give them the tools with which
they can work to become agents of change in their schools and community. Fortunately, there were 56 learners from 6
schools who were able to attend and only Ashton was unable to make it on account of both the distance of the school and
the time of the parliamentary visit. However, Africa Unite has requested that the workshop be expanded to the learners living
in Ashton and Robinson, and our Ashton school club is determined to recruit more schools in their area, so they too can get
the legislative training which is offered by the provincial parliament.
Throughout the workshop, the learners were taught about this beautiful country’s three pillars of government, namely the
executive, legislature and the judiciary branches. The Executive is the branch of the government that represents the
presidents and the cabinet; the Legislature consists of the different houses such as the parliament and they are responsible
for the passing of laws and electing the president as well as monitoring that the Executive fulfils its duties towards the
people; and lastly, the Judiciary consists of the courts and the high judges.
 
The learners received a large amount of information that they can use to enact change in their communities and their
schools, as per the objective of this workshop. The enthusiasm and the energy from the learners was high throughout the
day.  They further asked the facilitator hot and heated questions about the parliament especially questions such as “Many
people in disadvantaged communities in the Western Cape don’t even know such a parliament exist, what is the plan the
Western Cape government has in place to make sure the people know about the parliament?”. This question was so
relevant to the extent that even at their schools the learners do not know what the provincial parliament does.
 
With this knowledge the learners vowed to use this information to strengthen their own school club as the roles of each
cabinet member was explained a bit more in depth. The School Club will also use this information to empower the learners
at their respective schools; they now know the proper channels to send out complaints about their communities, and this
they can use to empower their own community.

Training 2019 



Joint Anti-Xenophobia Workshop
Following the spread of xenophobia attacks in KwaZulu-Natal on the 23rd of March to the 27th of
March 2019, where 100 people attacked local shop and tuckshop owners in Kernville, Sea Cow lake
and Inanda Road in KwaZulu-Natal. The country was on high alert due to the escalated levels of
black on black violence within the country which was triggered by the afrophobia existing in most
South Africans.
As a way to address the continuous xenophobia in the country, our new school club Hector Peterson
High School (Kraaifontein) and Masibambane Secondary School (Kraaifontein) partnered up as the
Africa Unite School Club in the Kraainfontein community to host an Anti-Xenophobia Workshop for
their fellow peers. The workshop took place on the 3rd of May 2019, at Hector Peterson High School.
The purpose of the workshop was to educate South African and Foreign Nations on the negative
results of xenophobia and the division it generates within people of the African continent. As the
Africa Unite School Club, the members pride themselves in creating a continent which is united and
inclusive of members of society regardless of their nationality. Thereafter being a continent, which is
compiled of countries which live in harmony across the board. Hence, eradicated the ideas igniting
xenophobia and afrophobia. 
The workshop created allowed a dialogue to start between South African Learners and foreign
national learners. Current South African President’s Cyril Ramaphosa’s speech supporting
xenophobia was discussed and the learners boldly disagreed with the leader’s view on foreign
national. They debunked the stereotypes South Africans have towards foreign nations, these are
stereotypes such as, “foreigners steal our jobs, women, and land”.  The club members concluded that
South African accept such stereotypes due to their anger towards the government due to the lack of
service delivery, therefore they find a closer entity to blame which is closer to confront.
As a way to continue shifting the mindset of the South African’s around them, the club members
collectively decided to have another anti-xenophobia workshop which will be more inclusive of
stakeholders, and respected community members so they too can promote a better mindset within
the community when it comes to the topic of xenophobia.

School Cleaning 
On the 17th of May 2019, as Dr Nelson Mandela High School’s school club
started a school cleaning project around their school environment and
followed up on the 29th of May 2019. The cleaning activity was for two days.
It was school club’s first activity for year. Our aim was to sustain good
learning environment. So we did the School Cleaning project. The purpose
of it was for the school learners to learn and write exams in a clean space.
The activity was organised, tasks were given to parliamentarians and
cabinet members. Our AUSC minister of health and Environment was mainly
responsible for this event. We were happy that the teachers and caretakers
took part in helping us. It was a fun and educational experience for the
school learners and the school club.
The overall result of this was having a clean learning classes and
environment. The school club members were happy to take part in such a
positive activity, and we do hope it will be an on going event.

Dr Nelson Mandela high
school



Africa Day Inter-high School Quiz 2019
In the recent years, Africa Unite School Club has partnered with various stakeholders to host the
annual Africa Day Inter-High School Quiz. This year, on the 18th of May, we partnered with the Cape
Town Museum and Western Cape Government to host of 3rd Annual Africa Day  Inter-High School
Quiz at The City of Cape Town Council Chamber in Western Cape South Africa.
This quiz was in celebration of Africa Day which marks the foundation of the Organisation of African
Unity (OAU) the precursor to the African Union (AU) on the 25th of May 1963.  We invited the Grade
9 & 10 learners from our 6 Africa Unite School Clubs ; Dr Nelson Mandela High School (Nyanga) ,
Hector Peterson High School (Kraaifontein), Masibambane Secondary School (Kraaifontein),
Heideveld High School (Heideveld), Rosendaal High School (Delft), Portland High School (Mitchell’s
Plain), and an additional school;Apex High School (Blue Downs).
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Africa Day is intended to celebrate and acknowledge the successes of the Organisation of African
Unity (OAU now the AU) from its creation in May 25, 1963 in the fight against colonialism and
apartheid, as well as the progress that Africa has made, while reflecting upon the common
challenges that the continent face in a global environment. In conjunction with this the Inter‐high
School Quiz focused on challenging the knowledge of young learners on the African continent.
 
Through the promotion of knowledge about the African continent the quiz aimed to:
• promote a socially inclusive Cape Town and Western Cape.
• promote social justice and human rights.
• reflect on Cape Town and its relationship with the rest of the continent.
• eradicate inequality, prejudice, stereotyping, racism, xenophobia and promote social cohesion.
• create awareness of the Cape Town Museum programmes.



In pursuit of these goals a booklet was developed by Africa Unite and the Cape Town
museum. 3 Booklets per school were distributed in the period leading up to the event in
order to guide the learners in their preparation for the quiz.
The quiz was prefaced by a performance by BlackRoots Marimba, whose powerful music
set the scene for a day that was both engaging and informative for the learners. Before
the quiz itself began Dr Zahid Badroodien, Mayoral Committee member for Community
Services and Health, opened the day with a welcome address which centred on the role
the youth of South Africa must play in uplifting of their communities. Neliswa Dludla, an
associate of Africa Unite, spoke on the origins and importance of Africa day, and its
message of African solidarity in the face of colonial legacies. A learner from Apex high
asked in response to this, what it meant to be African. Neli, in turn, allowed space for the
learners themselves to introspect on this question by encouraging them to know their
values, and to look within for what resonates with their identity and to not look at what
society has put out there to determine who you are. She left the learners with the
message that activism begins from within.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ultimately, the quiz ran successfully, with an overwhelming amount of enthusiasm and
involvement from the learners. The 56 learners involved and interactive among
themselves, providing an encouraging teamwork mind-set.  
After 4 Rounds and a total of 92 questions, the results were: Portland High School in
3rd place; Rosendale High School in 2nd place; and the victors of the day being
Heideveld High School who took home the 1st place plaque and had us all in awe of how
intelligent the youth really is. The Cape Town Museum provided a plaque for the winning
school, and this will be engraved with the school’s name for them to keep until the next
quiz.
 
Furthermore, what stood out throughout the quiz was the reaction of the club learners
towards the day. As they had enthusiasm throughout the whole session, therefore
absorbing all the information relayed to them, and making the most of the learning
opportunity. We are already looking forward to the quiz for the following year 2020.



Thank you to all our
partners 


